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Beyond the Virtual Sensorium

Jason Yates

a digital mode of thinking, or “digital gesture,” 
that stands behind virtually every modern 
te hnologi al innova on   tra ed the digital 
gesture from its beginnings in language and 
mathema s through to the sublime a hievement 
of rea ng an ar ial life form  t as suggested 
that an awareness of the digital gesture could 
be the basis for a healthy orienta on within a 
cultural context increasingly dominated by digital 
technology and as a countermeasure against the 
threat of digital idolatry. 

With the biases implicit in the digital gesture 
as a background,  will endeavor in this second 
ar cle to unfold some of the experiences and 
current thinking surrounding the actual use of 
digital technology, with par cular focus on virtual 
reality and ar cial intelligence, two domains 
that are currently enjoying a renaissance fueled 
by edici an levels of patronage. erspec ves on 
the possible rami ca ons of digitally enhanced 
experiences for the future development of 
human beings will be explored in a third (and 

nal  ar cle.

When  was a teenager, the way  viewed 
and interacted with the world changed radically 
a er  received an unan cipated gi  a intendo 
Gameboy. Although it was not as technically 
sophis cated as other portable video game 
systems of the me, the Gameboy was well
designed, had good ba ery life, and, most 
importantly, was bundled with a game familiar 
to almost anyone of my genera on. hat game, 
described on its cover as a “relentless building 

block video pu le” “ rom ussia with un ”
was . 

he game s simplicity made it instantly 
playable. As blocks of di erent shapes fell from 
the top of the screen at an ever-increasing pace, 
the player had to rotate them mid-descent in 
order to form solid, horizontal rows that would 
then disappear from the playing area. f an 
unordered pile of blocks reached the top of the 
screen, you lost. f, however, you managed to 
get through all of the levels, you were rewarded 
with a crude anima on of small dancing gures 
in Russian garb followed immediately by a space 
shu le, rocket boosters and all, launching slowly 
into the digital sky: gravity overcome at last. 
And, other than the op on of choosing a track of 
simple electronic music to loop endlessly while 
playing, that was it. 

 played this game for an uncountable 
number of hours. And so did every other person  
knew who owned the game. Technically speaking, 
one could also play with another person, taking 
turns to see who could reach the highest level, 
but  tried this on only a handful of occasions. 
or me, the best part of the game was that  

could always begin again if  made a mistake, and, 
given su cient me and concentra on, that  
could master the game completely. There was no 
ostensible reward, only total immersion in the act 
of playing. 

Today, of course, to play a game of on 
a ny monochrome screen capable of rendering 
only four (  shades of gray would be a posi vely 
archaic act, reserved solely for the purposes of 
nostalgia.1 Though  personally have no desire to 
play again, one memory associated with  
comes back to me with par cular strength: 
 can vividly recall lying in bed a er hours of 
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game playing, closing my eyes, and seeing, not 
darkness, but clearly de ned shapes of light that 
appeared to fall through my visual eld. ver and 
over, they would appear, move, and disappear of 
their own accord, seemingly independent of my 
par cipa on.  had no choice but to wait for the 
phenomenon to pass before nally being able to 
fall asleep. 

 have had other experiences of similar 
phenomena in my adult life.  worked for a me 
as a 3D modeler, a job that entailed long hours 
of crea ng objects within a three-dimensional 
simula on of space generated by computer 
so ware. A er a work session,  was able to close 
my eyes and see the contours of the shapes  
had been construc ng.  could rotate them in 
my mind s eye, viewing them from any angle. r, 
again, a er working for some me on an image 
in a computer-aided design applica on,  became 
accustomed to liberal use of the 
“ ontrol  ” key combina on 
on my keyboard to “undo” 
any mistakes or to go uickly 
backward in me to a previous 
itera on.  would then nd myself 
inwardly reaching for these keys 
immediately a er making a 
mistake in the real world. Upon 
breaking a cup in the sink, for instance,  could 

uite literally feel an inner movement toward 
keys that were not there, accompanied by a 
strong inten on to “undo” the event. 

t turns out that  was not alone in having 
these experiences. Although  was unaware 
of it at the me, the tendency for developing 
phantom sense impressions following immersion 
in a game world had already been given a name 
by the late 1990s. Without any irony whatsoever, 
these and similar phenomena came to be known 
as the “Tetris e ect,” a er an ar cle in  
magazine in which the author described his own 
encounter with the notoriously addic ve game:

 

No home was sweet without a Gameboy in 
1990. That year,  stayed for a week with a 
friend in Tokyo, and  enslaved my brain. 
At night, geometric shapes fell in the darkness 
as  lay on loaned tatami oor space. Days,  
sat on a lavender suede sofa and played  
furiously. During rare jaunts from the house,  
visually t cars and trees and people together. 
Dubiously hun ng a job and a house,  was 
s ll there two months later, s ll jobless, s ll 
playing. (Goldsmith 1994) 

uch experiences are par cularly impressive 
when one considers that they were precipitated 
by impressions resul ng from a display that was 
less than four inches s uare and a game pad with 
two bu ons. 

That was then. Most modern games 
place much higher demands on the gamer s 

a en on. ow much higher  An 
experienced player taking part in 
a real- me strategy game must 
track dozens or even hundreds 
of independent variables, issue a 
variety of commands in mul ple 
contexts using a full computer 
keyboard and mul -bu on mouse, 
and perform hundreds of ac ons 

per minute in order to be compe ve with other 
players.2 The psychological and sensorial e ects 
of modern video gaming have only recently 
become the subject of empirical research. 
nves gators have begun to call the a ermath 

of gaming on everyday life Game Transfer 
Phenomena (GTP). One recent paper reports 
that out of a sample of over two thousand self-
repor ng gamers, 9  had experienced moments 
of GTP, which included: 

...seeing game tags above peoples  heads, 
seeing maps in the corner of the eye, hearing 
music coming from the console when it is 
turned o , hearing voices in the head or 
coming from objects associated with the game, 
perceiving objects as distorted, feeling tac le 

begun to call the 

on everyday life 
Game Transfer 
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sensa ons of game pads when not playing, 
confusing memories from the game with those 
from real life, and saying something from the 
game without intending to, etc. (Angelica B. 
Or z de Gortari 201 )

To reiterate: these are phenomena experienced 
in waking consciousness when not in front 
of a screen. The same study also found that 
as the me spent “within the game world” 
increased, so too the fre uency of GTP outside 
it. Moreover, over half of the 
respondents who experienced 
the most severe e ects reported 
the phantom sensa ons as being 
“pleasant” and more than forty 
percent speci cally hoped that 
the phenomena would reoccur. 
Playing with the inten on of 
escaping the real world also had a 
high correla on with severe GTP. 
Par cularly striking is a similar survey that found 
that the few gamers who reported having  
experienced any GTP also 

 (Angelica B. Or z de Gortari 201 ) Put 
the other way around, only those having an ac ve 
dream life were suscep ble to the hallucinatory 
e ects of their gaming sessions.3

Like the internet, virtual reality, or VR, sprang 
into existence in answer to a problem perceived 
by the U.S. military. And, like the internet, VR 
has grown well beyond the problem for which 
it was originally conceived. So much so, that 
heads-up displays designed in the 19 0s for 
mul -million dollar ghter jets have now 
arrived at a smartphone near you. Or, at least, 
something like their great-grandchildren has. n 
avia on, the heads-up display eliminated the 
need for cramming a large display screen into a 
small cockpit by crea ng a “virtual” screen that 
appeared to oat in front of the pilot s eld of 
vision. When combined in a helmet with sensors 
capable of tracking head movements, the virtual 

screen also elegantly solved the problem of 
aiming ordnance that otherwise had no direct 
rela onship to the pilot s body. The next logical 
development was to create ight simulators that 
re uired no physical rela onship to any kind of 
real e uipment at all (aside from the simulator, of 
course). 

Which brings us to the present moment. 
The most conspicuous accoutrements of VR are 
rela vely well known: head-mounted displays, 
data gloves or suits that track movement, and 

handheld input devices with force 
feedback. Un l very recently, 
these types of hardware were 
largely consigned to the world 
of academia due to their high 
cost, bulkiness, and processing 
demands. Today they are available 
on Amazon. 

Almost three years ago, 
Google released a product 

dubbed “Cardboard” as a proof-of-concept 
meant to demonstrate the growing capabili es 
of its  smartphones and generate interest in 
VR. “Cardboard” consists of two inexpensive 
lenses mounted in a piece of precision-cut 
cardboard that can be folded into the form of 
a head-mounted display (HMD). A smartphone 

ts into the HMD and, using a compa ble app, 
the phone s display is divided into two smaller 
images that appear as a single three-dimensional 
image when viewed through the HMD s lenses. 
Contemporaneously with Google s foray into VR, 
Facebook spent two billion dollars to buy a small 
startup company that was poised to release its 
own HMD. Now a commercial product, the high-
resolu on “Ri ” headset has integrated speakers 
and movement sensors capable of producing fully 
immersive VR experiences and costs less than a 
midrange laptop. 

Microso , by contrast, is following a 
somewhat di erent path when it comes to 
the future of digital enhancement. ts HMD
called HoloLens is designed to augment the 
real world rather than simulate a virtual one. 

Immersion in virtual 
reality creates 
immediate bodily 

closely entrained—

simulated events.
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The HoloLens is a self-contained “holographic 
computer” that allows the user to see through 
its semi-transparent screen into the real world 
where three-dimensional “holograms” appear 
to be projected onto objects and surfaces. Using 
the device, an architect can, for instance, have a 
fully realized model of a building appear on the 
kitchen table, complete with simulated people, 
trees, and shadows. Moving around the table in 
the real world yields the user views of the virtual 
building consistent with its orienta on on the 
table. Or, because the device can track a user s 
hand movements, the model can be rotated by 
reaching out and “moving” it into a di erent 
posi on on the table. f VR simulates a whole 
world, augmented reality (AR) creates “real” 
hallucina ons in the ordinary world.4 

Strictly speaking, even when portrayed in 
two dimensions, all video games are a kind of 
virtual reality; they purport to show shapes and 
movements where there is neither.5 What is 

 in a game world if it is to hang 
together as any kind of world at 
all are simulacra of objects and 
laws that can be found in the 
“real” world. Look away from two-
dimensional simula ons, however, 
and the perspec ve changes. 
Within the hierarchy of simula on, 
proper three-dimensional virtual 
reality belongs to the upper 
echelon. n immersive VR, the simulacra take on 
characteris cs beyond those a ributes found 
in phenomena of the outside world. n VR, 

 is part of the 
simula on. 

Maintaining a connec on with the real world 
is rela vely easy when looking at a tradi onal 
computer screen. Even if the content onscreen 
is simula ng three-dimensional space, one s ll 
“knows” that it is “just a simula on.” All one has 
to do is look behind the screen to see that “there 
is no there there,” as Gertrude Stein once put 

it. But, when the movements of the head are 
integrated with the visual and auditory systems 
through binocular and binaural simula ons, the 
illusion of being present in a virtual world can be 
overwhelming. t is nearly impossible to describe 
the experience of fully immersive VR. t is, uite 
literally, awesome. People experiencing it for the 

rst me will o en react emo onally by crying 
out, or viscerally by losing their balance (or 
lunch), or psychologically by losing all sense of 

me. Unlike “game transfer phenomena” which 
manifest as a ere ects, immersion in VR creates 
immediate bodily sensa ons that are closely 
entrained in real me to simulated events.6 

Reserving three billion dollars for “human-
machine combat teaming” (a.k.a. “Centaur 
War gh ng”) doesn t seem like much of a 
commitment by the Pentagon s standards. 
Nevertheless, it is a clear indicator that the U.S. 
military is again helping foment a sea of change. 
f the goal is to maximize e ciency in warfare, 

the logic of combining ar cial intelligence 
(A ), human beings, and weapon 
systems is di cult to refute on its 
own terms: Let the humans do 
whatever they are good at, and 
let the digital gesture hold sway 
when ultra-fast, highly-coordinated 
precision is called for. Just as it is 
much less expensive to train pilots 
on ight simulators, it is also more 

cost-e ec ve for combat drones to make some of 
their own decisions without the constant human 
oversight that they now re uire. 

The moral oblivion of such a scenario 
is already being normalized in Silicon Valley 
as companies heavily invested in A  face the 
possibility of developing “moral algorithms.” 
Google s self-driving cars are a case in point. 
A recent paper in  asserts that “the 
algorithms that control autonomous vehicles  
will need to embed moral principles guiding their 
decisions in situa ons of unavoidable harm.” 

Companies heavily 

intelligence face 
the possibility of 
developing “moral 
algorithms.”
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(Bonnefon et al. 2016)7 Engineers who actually 
work on the technology, however, are o en uick 
to point out that, since A  doesn t think like a 
human being, the possibility of causing harm in 
the rst place can be mi gated through technical 
virtuosity. A er all, self-driving cars have yet 
to injure a single person despite having driven 
hundreds of thousands of miles 
autonomously.8 

n addi on to a having a 
stellar driving record, A s based 
on “deep learning” techni ues 
have already bested human 
beings at games of chess, Go, 
and the game show  
Although all of the examples 
men oned so far have emerged 
from research done in the 
U.S., machine intelligence 
developed through deep learning techni ues 
is not uni ue to the West. A strategic plan for 
ar cial intelligence released late in the Obama 
administra on iden es China as the leader of 
new publica ons in the eld.9

Millennials, the original digital na ves, are 
already well into adulthood. The subse uent 
genera on of children Genera on  or the 
“iGenera on” are now, or soon will be, 
entering school age. While there is, of course, 
no consensus as to how current and future 
genera ons will fare in their encounters with 
digital technology, there is a growing chorus of 
in uencers who see the digital enhancement 
of the human being as crucial, not just for the 
progressive evolu on of humankind, but for its 
very survival. Marc Prensky, a well-known author 
and speaker on the subject of educa on and 
originator of the term “digital na ve,” claims 
that “the brains of wisdom seekers of the future 
will be fundamentally di erent, in organiza on 
and in structure, than our brains are today.” By 
becoming enhanced through the use of digital 
technology, he has predicted that a 

will evolve and be capable of 
insights to which “the unaided mind will be blind” 
(Prensky 2009).10

Elon Musk, the billionaire entrepreneur 
and advisory council member to the Trump 
administra on, shares a similar sen ment. 
Musk recently told an audience at the World 

Government Summit in Dubai 
that he expects to see a “closer 
merger of biological intelligence 
and digital intelligence” if 
the human race is not to 
become obsolete in a world of 
ar cial intelligences. More 
provoca vely, he has also 
argued that, given the rapid 
gains in the last few decades
from  to photorealis c 
3D games with millions of 

simultaneous users it will not be long before 
games “become indis nguishable from reality.” 
Following the trajectory of his own logic and 
taking into account the fact that evolu on works 
on exponen ally longer meframes, he ul mately 
concludes that “the odds that we re in base 
reality is one in billions.” Meaning: We are most 
likely already living in a simula on created by 
higher intelligences. 

Fortunately, not all thinkers regard human 
evolu on as technologically pre-ordained. n 
an essay tled “ ntellectual Field or Faith-based 
Religion: Moving on from the dea of Digital 
Na ves ,” authors Sue Benne  and arl Maton 
rebut popular ideas about children “growing 
up digital.” A er challenging Prensky s ideas 
regarding , the authors  
sum up: 

The argument that technology is changing our 
society is the weakest of truisms on which to 
rest arguments for radical change to current 
systems and prac ces. t may not be as sexy 
to proclaim evolu on rather than revolu on, 
or to highlight diversity rather than paint stark 
di erences, because such no ons re uire 

By discerning the thread 
spun by the digital 

human spirit as alone 

of the labyrinth. 
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measured, ra onal, and sophis cated thinking, 
and a tolerance for ambiguity and careful 
considera on rather than sloganeering. Yet 
this is what the evidence points to, and this is 
the thinking demanded of us. (Thomas 2011, 
p.180) 

Without an enthusias c challenge furnished 
by a true spirit of in uiry, those who, in the 
name of progress, would yoke human beings 
to machine intelligence may nd their task all 
too easily accomplished. Foreshadowed by the 
concepts inherent in “moral algorithms” and 
simula ons “indis nguishable from reality” is a 
world in which the faculty for moral imagina on 
may ma er less than the reless, unblinking 
eye of a digital intelligence. By discerning the 
thread spun by the digital gesture, educators who 
recognize the free, human spirit as alone capable 
of moral ac on may con dently lead even digital 
na ves out of the labyrinth. 

1. Feeding nostalgia for old 8-bit games has become big 
business. At the end of 2016, Nintendo released the 
“NES Classic Edi on,” a miniature version of its iconic 
Nintendo Entertainment System originally released 
in 1985. The new version comes with over two dozen 
of the most popular games from the late 1980s that 
play, sound, and look exactly like the original games. A 
reported 1.5 million units were sold in less than four 
months, and ongoing demand has led to worldwide 
product shortages. 

2. The current world record for the number of ac ons 
per minute (APM) in a real- me strategy game is 
held by Park Sung-joon, a 30-year-old professional 
gamer. During a world championship compe on he 
once reached an APM of 818, which is more than 13 
ac ons per second. 

3. The 2016 ar cle already men oned summarizes 
several other dream recall studies as follows: 

 “ n general, incorpora on of video game elements in 
dreams about video games are sic  o en reported by 
gamers, and gamers that have experienced GTP have 
reported similar content in their dreams. ... Moreover, 
absorp on and fantasy proneness have been 
associated with high recall of dreams. These overall 

ndings suggest that it is opportune to inves gate 

sleep disrup ons, working memory, a en on 
abili es, and fantasy proneness variables in future 
studies of GTP.” (p. 281) 

4. Some mes the term “Mixed Reality,” or MR, is used 
to describe the use of digital technology to overlay 
virtual elements onto a view of the real world. A 
company called Magic Leap is building a mixed 
reality device that is not yet for sale. n lieu of using a 
binocular or “holographic” approach, the Magic Leap 
device creates solid-seeming objects that “intersect” 
with the real world by projec ng digitally controlled 
pa erns of light directly onto the user s re na. By 
elimina ng the visual abnormali es associated with 
stereoscopic displays, virtual re nal displays do not 
cause virtual reality sickness, symptoms of which 
resemble mo on sickness. The re nal approach also 
creates images of a much higher resolu on and visual 

uality. One reviewer of a Magic Leap prototype 
describes his experience:

“ ntellectually,  know this object  is an 
elaborate simula on, but as far as my eyes are 
concerned it s really there, in that ordinary o ce. t 
is a virtual object, but there is no evidence of pixels 
or digital ar facts in its three-dimensional fullness. 
f  reposi on my head just so,  can get the virtual 
object  to line up in front of a bright o ce lamp 

and perceive that it is faintly transparent, but that 
hint does not impede the strong sense of it being 
present.” (Kelly 2016) 

5. Does a series of light bulbs ligh ng up one a er the 
other cons tute movement  Like a row of bulbs, the 
pixels in screen media are xed and can only brighten 
or go dim; unlike a reel of lm moving through a 
projector, pixels are unable to move rela ve to the 
light they emit. 

6. Leveraging the powerful experiences a orded by VR 
has already proven to be an e ec ve treatment for 
several medical condi ons, par cularly pain control 
management and the treatment of post trauma c 
stress disorder. One VR engineer successfully 
created a virtual world that cured his own strabismic 
amblyopia, a condi on which was formerly thought 
to be incurable in adults. (Blaha & Gupta 2014) 

7. The authors of the paper have launched a website 
called “Moral Machine” (moralmachine.mit.edu) for 
the purpose of “gathering a human perspec ve on 
moral decisions made by machine intelligence.” 

8. Well, not uite autonomously. There was a human 
being riding shotgun for nearly all of the miles driven 
by Google s cars. The company has admi ed that 
its human overseers have had to take over “many 
thousands of mes” for one reason or another. 
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9. A PDF of the strategic plan can be found at: h ps:
www.nitrd.gov PUBS na onal ai rd strategic plan.
pdf 

10. Many believe that VR will play a central role in this 
evolu on. Tom Furness the man who, in addi on 
to inven ng most of the other technologies enabling 
VR, created the rst helmet-mounted displays for 
the US Air Force has founded the “Virtual World 
Society” (virtualworldsociety.org) in an a empt to 
beat the swords he helped create into plowshares. 
One of the organiza on s aims is to “turn the living 
room into the learning room” by introducing children 
to VR at an early age. Furness believes that VR is 
a “transporta on system for our senses” that will 
“unlock intelligence and link minds.” Referring to 
virtual reality s power to create bodily sensa ons 
of being “present,” he says, “When you put people 
into a place, you put the place into people.” That 
is, people remember what they learn in the virtual 
realm because they actually “embody” what they 
experience there. 
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